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Abstract—In this paper we give a preliminary overview
of the TClouds architecture, which is devoted to providing
incrementally high levels of security and dependability to cloud
infrastructures, in an open, modular and versatile way, based
on the cloud-of-clouds paradigm. The TClouds architecture
serves these objectives essentially by re-using and reconfiguring
the same basic components, for example, intrusion-tolerant
protocols (e.g., BFT). We exemplify concrete instantiations of
the architecture and report on recently published proof-ofconcept prototypes that validate the architecture’s effectiveness.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing (CC) has gained enormous momentum
and is progressively reaching every sector using IT. However, as more and more services migrate to CC, so increases
the dependence of the IT business on latter, perhaps not
yet met by adequate levels of robusteness. However, short
of promising adequate security management of the infrastructure and perhaps some form of disaster recovery, little
more has been offered by cloud providers so far. This can be
testified by the numerous failures of cloud provider services
made public, having caused service and data loss, as well
as confidentiality compromises [15], [19], [16], [6].
How is this being addressed today? Approaches confined
to single cloud provision will not address high-resilience
objectives, since they are a single point of failure. Large
cloud providers attempt to achieve resilience by deploying several, differently located, cloud subsystems, which
definitely improves on the situation, but they still remain
under a single management and trust domain, with regard
to common-mode and malicious faults. Federated cloud
environments [18] certainly introduce the next instance of a
solution, but they require alliance of the involved providers,
and the general reality is that providers usually compete and
may be mutually distrusting or even hostile to each other.
For the above reasons, we believe that built-in, open,
and diverse solutions to cloud dependability and security
are required. We propose the cloud-of-clouds paradigm as

a path to achieve cloud computing resilience. The cloud-ofclouds paradigm extends the cloud concept, by leveraging
the availability of multiple or federated cloud environments
to create diverse ecosystems, and by letting users (besides
providers) self-organize the way they use multiple cloud
computing offerings.
Our intuition is that a resilient cloud computing infrastructure should: be based on a cloud-of-clouds setting; achieve
resilience against both attacks and accidents; do so in as
automated as possible a way; be open but not replace
commodity clouds, instead, act in complement or in addition
to them.
In this paper we give a preliminary overview of the
TClouds cloud-of-clouds architecture, which is devoted to
providing incrementally high levels of security and dependability to cloud infrastructures, in an open, modular and
versatile way. We describe initial validation of the architecture through recently published proof-of-concept algorithms
and mechanisms, which give promising prospects for this
approach.
II. M OTIVATION AND A PPROACH
In this section, we discuss the motivation and the approach
to the model and architecture of TClouds. The diagnosis
of the security and dependability problems faced by current cloud computing systems, which led to the design of
TClouds, can be shortly described as follows:
•

•

•
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A clouded scenario has dependability and security
needs that cannot be met by the application layer alone,
requiring security-specific solutions to be provided at
lower layers of the cloud architecture (infrastructure
and platform).
However, specific and proprietary IaaS or PaaS approaches to achieving resilience can make migration or
interoperation difficult and expensive, creating vendor
lock-in and competition exclusion [1], requiring instead
open mechanisms.
Finally, high-resilience objectives may be compromised, even for multiple or federated clouds, in solutions that may possess, at organizational level, single
points of failure (e.g., common or related management

and trust domains), requiring a genuinely diverse cloudof-clouds approach.

exposed systems such as critical information infrastructures [5]. These mechanisms complement (not substitute)
classical security techniques.
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Problems as described above can be solved, and we
propose to address them with the TClouds architecture,
pretty much in the way depicted in Figure 1. In short, the
architecture foresees the introduction of an infrastructure
providing resilience, between commodity untrusted services,
and the applications requiring security and dependability.
This architecture aims at providing automated computing
resilience against attacks and accidents in complement or in
addition to classical commodity clouds protection schemes.
It should do so whilst preserving the ability to freely choose
from and use multiple cloud offerings without any predefined coordination amongst the cloud providers. This is
the main difference to current federated cloud approaches.
Furthermore, solutions should provide incremental levels of
resilience, namely by modularly offering Iaas and PaaS level
mechanisms.1
In the remainder of the section, we discuss the main points
behind the definition of the architecture.
Promote automatic protection and avoid single points of
failure
Clouds, being high-value, complex, large-scale and distributed infrastructures, are currently enduring high levels
of threat. In order to achieve effective protection against
such adverse conditions, solutions should involve automatic
mechanisms, such as those provided by intrusion tolerance [23]. Algorithms and protocols based on this paradigm,
such as Byzantine fault tolerance [14], [3], [2], [24], [13]
and proactive/reactive recovery [7], [21], are addressed in
TClouds, as we report ahead, since they have been shown
to successfully obtain high degrees of resilience in recent proof-of-concept prototypes for equally complex and
1 Infrastructure-
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and Platform-, -as-a-Service (resp.).

Figure 2.

Diverse TClouds ecosystem

Intrusion-tolerant protocols, optimized to coordinate replicas and tuples, are fit to exploit the redundancy and diversity
that comes from relying on multiple cloud providers, thus
obviating the organizational syndrome of having single
points of failure, mentioned earlier. The relevant mechanisms
should, however, be as transparent as possible, offering
cloud-of-clouds abstractions to the higher-level users, whilst
hiding the complexity of managing that redundancy and
diversity.
Preserve legacy needs whilst enabling a diverse ecosystem
The architecture should accommodate multiple resilient
cloud computing deployment alternatives, in order to be
successful. It should ease migration of commodity cloud
providers to whatever cloud resilience solutions to be advanced, by preserving legacy IaaS-level technology and
components as much as possible. On the other hand, those
solutions should be open, facilitating the emergence of new
players such as intermediate added-value (e.g., resilient)
cloud service providers, between the very-large-scale commodity cloud providers and the final end-users.
To avoid an explosive growth of complexity, however, implies being modular and versatile enough to allow different
instantiations under the same generic structure. As an example, it should support some key interaction modes: simultaneous use of commodity clouds from different providers
(untrusted cloud-of-clouds); introduction of resilient cloud
service mediators, acting as added-value cloud providers;
accommodation of devices for in-house clouding (allowing
an organisation to build its own resilient private cloud);
support of lightweight end-users directly over commodity
clouds; support of smooth migration paths for commodity
providers toward TClouds-enabled resilient clouds.
Our vision for such a rich ecosystem is depicted in
Figure 2: one capable of offering the best possible tradeoffs
both to clients and providers of resilient cloud services.
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that commodity cloud providers will eventually adhere to a
model such as TClouds, directly providing resilient CC. In
fact, our architecture foresees two basic paths for commodity
Middleware will be an enabler of these objectives, by
cloud migration: TClouds-enabled cloud, preserving data
providing:
center machinery and software, and adding a wrapping
• Support for heterogeneity and openess.
resilience layer on top; TClouds native data centers and
• Transparent and incremental resilience with regard to
cloud, built from scratch with TClouds mechanisms.
failures of individual clouds.
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III. A RCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
In this section, we present the architecture. We begin by
introducing its key aspects.
Several mechanisms (replication, Byzantine fault-tolerance,
proactive recovery, randomisation, trusted platform modules, etc.) are selectively used in the TClouds architecture,
to build layers of progressively more trusted components
and middleware subsystems (trusted IaaS and PaaS), from
baseline untrusted components (basic multi-cloud untrusted
services). This leads to an automation of the process of
building trust: for example, at lower layers, basic intrusion
tolerance mechanisms are used to construct a trustworthy
communication subsystem, which can then be trusted by
upper layers to securely communicate amongst participants,
or to securely manage a set of replicas, without bothering
about network or host intrusion threats.
The TClouds architecture builds on previous secure and
dependable architectures, such as MAFTIA [22], for the
lower level mechanisms, but extends them significantly
to attend to the specific challenges of cloud computing
infrastructures. As mentioned before, TClouds could be
described, in short, as a resilient cloud-of-clouds infrastructure providing automated resilience against attacks and
accidents, in complement or in addition to commodity
clouds. This enhanced functionality is achieved through
specialised TClouds middleware standing between low-level,
basic multi-cloud untrusted services, and the applications
requiring security and dependability, as depicted in Figure 3.
This middleware is essentially of two classes: Trusted Infrastructure as a Service (T-IaaS) and Trusted Platform as a
Service (T-PaaS).
The main characteristics of the architecture lead to the
fulfillment of requirements outlined earlier. The TClouds

Modular functions and protocols.
As suggested in Figure 3, the TClouds middleware lowest
layer, Trusted Infrastructure as a Service, T-IaaS, provides
services which are built on the services provided by the
commodity untrusted clouds ecosystem, at the Multi-Cloud
IaaS Interface, the lower interface of the TClouds middleware which, as the name says, provides the standard
IaaS services, such as storage, processing, etc. The T-IaaS
services can either be used directly by application users at
the top TClouds middleware interface, the Cloud-of-Clouds
Trusted Interface, or recursively by the next layer up, the
Trusted Platform as a Service, T-PaaS. The latter services
can also use basic cloud services, through the Multi-Cloud
IaaS Interface.
Incremental resilience is achieved by selectively using the
services provided at the Cloud-of-Clouds Trusted Interface,
with different degrees of resilience, as exemplified in Figure 3: untrusted commodity cloud IaaS services; middleware T-PaaS, Trusted Platform Services; middleware T-IaaS,
Trusted Infrastructure Services. All these services may also
be provided by advanced TClouds implementations, over
bare resources, by cloud providers (to sell resilient public
clouds), or by other companies (to transform their IT into
private clouds).
•

IV. M AIN B UILDING B LOCKS
The main building blocks of the architecture that implement the above-mentioned functionality, presented in
Figure 3, are introduced and explained in this section.
The minimal functionality is offered by basic multi-cloud
untrusted services. These blocks represent the currently
standard functionality, at IaaS level, offered by commodity
market players. Available services may evolve with the evo-

et‐scale Critical Infrastructure

lution of these systems, but are normally confined to storage,
processing power, networking, and several input/outputs.
Trusted Infrastructure and Platform Services
The Trusted Infrastructure Services building block represents trusted-trustworthy versions of IaaS services (for
example, resilient storage). The idea is to offer storage
systems, and low-level virtual machines, resilient to attacks
and faults, by combinations of fault/intrusion prevention and
tolerance mechanisms and protocols which build a resilience
layer on top of the corresponding untrusted storage and
processing systems.
The Trusted Platform Services building block represents
trusted-trustworthy services at a higher level of abstraction,
built on top of either or both the IaaS and the T-IaaS.
These services normally deploy a semantics useful to build
complex reliable and distributed applications (for example,
Map Reduce). Once more, these services are implemented
by combinations of fault/intrusion prevention and tolerance
mechanisms and protocols, for example, Byzantine faulttolerant (BFT) protocols [14], [3], [2], [24], [13].
Applications using e.g. Trusted Web and
Privacy Services

The TIS is configurable, and each TIS instantiation encapsulates the services in use by that configuration. As we see
in the next section, these units constitute Lego bricks which,
with the adequate configuration and placement, materialize
the several TClouds incarnations in a seamless and modular
way.
As well as its configuration, the TIS implementation may
also assume different forms, depending on the particular
incarnation: dedicated machine; fault and intrusion tolerant
(FIT) appliance box containing several TIS replicas implemented as virtual machines. The TIS itself can be built
with incremental levels of resilience against direct attacks,
depending on its criticality, not described here due to space
reasons (e.g. replicated hardware; replicated and diverse
VMs on single hardware [17]; self-healing versions of the
above [21]).
The TClouds Information Agent (TIA) is a software TIS,
that allows configurable appliances residing with end clients,
running essentially the same algorithms, but with minimal
investment. On the other hand, the TIA option requires client
modifications to achieve the desired TClouds functionality.
Running in the client space, they are also subject to a greater
level of threat, which can be mitigated by configurations
where the TIA logic may be trusted-component aware.
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TIS - TClouds Information Switch

1) Byzantine-resilient protocols: The workhorses of the
solutions for achieving resilient cloud services are the socalled Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols, or BFT protocols.
The baseline running environment for these modular protocols takes the form of software modules located with endclients, e.g., to address the TClouds-enabled client-resident
software alternative. As shown in Figure 5, these protocols
may or may not involve communication between modules,
besides direct communication with the several commodity
clouds used.

Macro view: Arch.
Arch with Client‐resident SW

TClouds Information Switches (TIS)
Let us recall our initial objective of allowing multiple
TClouds deployments: final users, third-party added-value
providers, or commodity providers wishing to directly offer
some form of cloud resilience. To allow seamless deployment of the several alternatives, we need to materialize
the middleware in a modular way that can morph to each
particular configuration of TClouds. In order to do so, the
resilience mechanisms are essentially based on a conceptual
box, the TClouds Information Switch or TIS, a TClouds
fundamental building block. The TIS runs the middleware
protocols and mechanisms implementing the resilience components already mentioned (T-IaaS, T-PaaS) as shown in
Figure 4.
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We have recently presented a proof-of-concept prototype,
concerned with resilient storage, D EP S KY [4]: a resilient
storage system that leverages the benefits of cloud-of-clouds
architectures such as TClouds. D EP S KY relies on an efficient
set of Byzantine quorum system protocols, cryptography,
secret sharing, erasure codes and the diversity that comes
from using several clouds.
Storage clouds are getting increasingly popular, but they
have been affected by several problems, namely: loss of
availability; loss and corruption of data; loss of privacy.
The cloud-of-clouds paradigm is the crux of the D EP S KY
approach to address these limitations.
Loss of availability or data is handled by using Byzantine
fault-tolerant replication. Byzantine quorum systems protocols are actually used to store data on several clouds,
overcoming single cloud failures. There is a risk of loss of
privacy, because, technically, the cloud provider has access
to data stored in the cloud, and as such so have malicious
insiders or intruders. Encrypting the data before storing it is
cumbersome for distributed applications with multiple users.
D EP S KY employs a secret sharing scheme to avoid storing
clear data in the clouds. Finally, erasure codes are used to
improve the storage efficiency, amortizing the replication
factor on the cost of the solution.
D EP S KY provides an extremely resilient solution depending on a 4-way cloud-of-clouds, however, at a price which
is just twice the cost of using a single cloud. This seems
to be a reasonable cost, given the benefits. A set of reallife experiments were made, using four commercial cloud
storage services (Amazon S3, Windows Azure, Nirvanix
and Rackspace). Cost-performance ratio looks extremely
promising for this kind of approach [4].
D EP S KY is thus a virtual dependable and secure storage cloud, in reality developed across diverse commercial
clouds. A user invoking the T-IaaS interface of a TCloudsenabled client-resident software module, such as depicted in
Figure 5, would transparently obtain resilience of its storage,
whislt invoking a regular storage service interface. On the
other hand, the very same protocols might be easily adapted
to run as a stand-alone storage service at a cloud services
mediator, running on one or more servers of a server-set
configuration as depicted in Figure 6, which in turn would
interface with the required multiple commodity clouds.
2) Server-set implementation: A powerful alternative is
given by considering the implementation of similar protocols, by an actual set of distributed servers. The advantage
is increased processing power and greater failure independence. With this configuration, it is tecnically feasible for
a mediator, an added-value cloud provider, to establish the
necessary IT to offer resilient cloud services to end-users, by
buying untrusted commodity services and enhancing them
with the TClouds middleware layer, as Figure 6 illustrates.
The downside of a mediator may be that it requires trust in
a single cloud provider, by the end users. This aspect can be

mitigated by three arguments: (a) given the resilience measures we foresee to implement TIS, the greater failure risk
still lies with the raw IaaS from the commodity providers,
and that is mitigated by the diversity of the untrusted multicloud ecosystem; (b) the added-value provider may be able
to provide compensating objective evidence of its measures
to reduce the risks of having single points of failure, or
vendor lock-in; (c) this mediator may in the end be a branch
of the end users’ organisation (in-house resilient clouds
solution). At least in the early phases of the creation of a
trusted clouds ecosystem, we believe this to be an interesting
technological alternative, for example for SMEs.
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Server-set implementation

We have developed a second proof-of-concept prototype,
around MapReduce. MapReduce is a framework developed
by Google for processing large data sets [10], and its open
counterpart, Apache Hadoop MapReduce [25], is largely
used today, having become a typical PaaS-level service,
deployed and used by many cloud computing companies
(e.g. Amazon, EBay, Facebook, IBM, LinkedIn, RackSpace,
Twitter, and Yahoo!). MapReduce runtimes like Hadoop
tolerate crash faults, but not arbitrary or Byzantine faults.
However, evidence in the literature shows that arbitrary
faults do occur and can probably corrupt the results of
MapReduce jobs [20].
In consequence, Hadoop seemed the perfect candidate to
further experiment with the TClouds concepts, by considering a server set implementation of the architecture, accessing
untrusted IaaS cloud services and implementing a trusted
platform service, that is, a Byzantine fault-tolerant version of
Hadoop. Recently, we presented a MapReduce algorithm and
prototype that tolerate these faults [9]. This BFT MapReduce
algorithm executes a job using only twice as many resources
as the original Hadoop, instead of the 3 or 4 times more that
would be required with the direct application of the usual
quorum for Byzantine fault-tolerance.
A user invoking the T-PaaS interface of a TCloudsenabled cloud services mediator such as depicted in Figure 6,

would transparently obtain resilience of its computations,
VI. C ONCLUSION
whislt invoking a regular MapReduce application interface.
We have presented a preliminary overview of the TClouds
3) TIS-based TClouds-enabled cloud: In more advanced
architecture, explaining our approach to provide incremenphases of the creation of a trusted clouds ecosystem, we
tally high levels of security and dependability for cloud
believe that commodity cloud providers themselves will imcomputing applications. We have shown that, through modprove, even if selectively, their quality of service with regard
ularity and encapsulation around the TClouds Information
to security and dependability. Competition from added-value
Switches, the architecture’s fundamental building block, it
providers will create a generic push for resilient solutions,
is straightforward to support a diversity of resilient cloud
of the kind offered by TClouds, which we discuss in this
computing deployment alternatives. We exemplified concrete
section and the next.
instantiations of the architecture and reported on the successful use of intrusion-tolerant protocols (e.g., BFT), providing
The first and easiest way for a commodity provider to
automated resilience against attacks and accidents, which we
offer resilient services is to preserve its investment in raw
believe validate the architecture’s effectiveness in promoting
(non-resilient) cloud IaaS infrastructure, and implement the
open, modular and versatile resilient cloud computing. As
TClouds middleware on top of it. This will be implemented
future work we are studying other enhanced PaaS services,
by several TIS topologically located in a way as to comand native mechanisms for secure and dependable deploypletely wrap the relevant cloud’s data centers, as shown in
ment of VM-based cloud computing hosts offering IaaS
Figure
7a.
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TClouds native Data Center and Cloud

4) Native TClouds installation: The most advanced and
effective solution is based on the implementation of a native
TClouds system from scratch, over bare resources which can
themselves already have local resilience mechanisms.
As the Figure 7b suggests, a TClouds native cloud is
achieved by re-implementing the data centers to be TClouds
compliant (DCT ). This means at least two things: (a) the
use of local fault/intrusion prevention and tolerance mechanisms to enhance the basic machines and resources, for
example at the level of virtual machines and hypervisors,
possibly relying on trusted components [12], [11], [8]; (b)
the re-design of the BFT protocols used to implement the
TClouds middleware, to run embedded in the bare resources,
making the latter intrinsically secure and dependable. That
is, a native TClouds cloud will offer, from scratch, T-IaaS
and T-PaaS, with the obvious gains in the trustworthiness–
performance product and, possibly, in functionality.
Some of the solutions prposed here are subject of ongoing research. Note as well that any of the algorithms of
the proof-of-concept prototypes discussed earlier (resilient
storage and MapReduce) might easily be re-implemented in
the context of the configurations of Figure 7.
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